We present a microscopic calculation of neutron squeeze{out in relativistic heavy ion collisions at beam energies betweeen 400 and 1000 MeV/nucleon. After demonstrating the importance of the correct isospin treatment for the neutron to proton ratio, our main emphasis is put on the invstigation of the properties of neutron squeeze{out. The squeeze{out ratio increases monotonously with the transverse momentum of the neutrons. This ratio is independent of the incident beam energy if plotted versus p t =p proj: .
of state and momentum dependent interaction. 25.75.+r Typeset using REVT E X The study of relativistic heavy ion collisions is one of the major tools to investigate the properties of hot and dense nuclear matter 1{8]. Among the goals of this research is the determination of the nuclear equation of state and the in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross section. Apart from particle production the study of nuclear collective ow is one of the most promising approaches for investigating those questions. Collective ow e ects for nucleons are well established: They have been predicted by nuclear uid dynamics 9{13] and have experimentally been con rmed at the BEVALAC 14{16] for charged particles by the Plastic-Ball collaboration. Microscopic models such as MDM (Molecular Dynamics Model), VUU (Vlasov Uehling Uhlenbeck), and QMD (Quantum Molecular Dynamics) have reproduced the NFD (Nuclear Fluid Dynamics) predictions and show good agreement with the experimental ndings 17{24]. One has to distinguish between two di erent types of collective ow: The bounce{o 11] of cold spectator matter from hot and compressed participant matter in the reaction plane and the squeeze{out 12] of this hot and compressed participant matter out of the reaction plane. The most strongly stopped, compressed matter at midrapidity is responsible for the squeeze{out 25]. A strong dependence on the nuclear equation of state for this collective e ect is seen 23, 24] .
The recent measurements of the pion squeeze{out 26] by the KaoS 27] and TAPS 28] collaborations as well as the neutron squeeze{out by the TAPS 28] and LAND 29] collaborations have triggered new interest into this collective e ect. In this letter we present the rst microscopic calculation of neutron squeeze{out and its energy dependence. We explicitely take the isospin degree of freedom into account.
For our investigation we have calculated samples of 10000 Au+Au collisions for each of the incident beam energies of 400, 600, 800 and 1000 MeV/nucleon, respectively, with the IQMD model which is an extension of the Quantum Molecular Dynamics model (QMD) 30{33]. The IQMD model explicitely incorporates isospin and pion production via the delta resonance 20, 21, 34] . In the QMD model the nucleons are represented by Gaussian shaped density distributions. They are initialized in a sphere of a radius R = 1:12A 1=3 fm, according to the liquid drop model. Each nucleon is supposed to occupy a volume of h 3 , so that the phasespace is uniformly lled. The initial momenta are randomly choosen between 0 and the local Thomas-Fermi-momentum. The A P and A T nucleons interact via two-and three-body skyrme forces, a Yukawa potential, momentum dependent interactions, a symmetry potential (to achieve a correct distribution of protons and neutrons in the nucleus) and explicit Coulomb forces between the Z P and Z T protons. Two di erent equations of state using this ansatz have been Only free unbound protons and neutrons were used for the analysis, all fragments were subtracted using a minimum spanning tree technique. An extension of this technique leads to a con guration space coalescence model which is widely used for the extraction of clusters in microscopic transport model calculations. It has recently been used to investigate general properties of the squeeze-out of light fragments 46].
The importance of explicit isospin treatment can be seen in Figure 1 : The dotted line depicts the result of a QMD calculation without explicit isospin treatment: Average charges are distributed over all nucleons and the inelastic NN ! N channel is also isospin averaged. Therefore the neutron to proton ratio must remain constant at 1.5 for Au+Au independent of transverse momentum and beam energy. The respective IQMD calculations, however, yield a totally di erent result: The neutron to proton ratio decreases with increasing transverse momentum due to coulomb interaction. Apart from the p t dependence also a strong dependence on the incident beam energy is observed: Due to the explicit inclusion of isospin into the inelastic channels with energy dependent branching ratios the n=p ratio decreases with increasing beam energy. The p t integrated n=p ratio should converge to 1.5 for beam energies below the pion threshold and should approach 1.0 for very high beam energies where the number of secondary particles dominates the total particle multiplicity. Figure 2 shows the azimuthal angular distribution of high p t (p t 400 MeV) free protons and neutrons at midrapidity. ' is the angle between the transverse momentum vectorp t and the x-axis (which lies in the reaction plane and is perpendicular to the beam axis). The squeeze{out is clearly seen by the pronounced maximum at ' = 90 . The full and dashed lines are least square ts with the function f(') = a(1+s 1 cos(')+s 2 cos(2')) which has been used to t the squeeze{out phenomenon. We use an absolute parameterfree normalization per event. Obviously protons and neutrons exhibit the same squeeze{ out behaviour. The observed dependence of the neutron to proton ratio on the transverse momentum (Fig. 1) does not extend to other observables such as the azimuthal angular distribution. Coulomb forces (acting only on the protons) do not seem to in uence the squeeze{out behaviour. The larger yield for neutrons compared to protons is due to the isospin composition of the gold nuclei (neutron to proton ratio of 1.5). It should be noted, however, that the correct treatment of isospin in inelastic collisions causes a change in the neutron to proton ratio from 1.5 to approximately 1.4 which can be seen in Figures 1 and  2 .
Let us now show the dependence of the observed squeeze{out on increasing beam energy, transverse momentum and impact parameter. We de ne a squeeze{out ratio 25] The top frame of Figure 3 shows R out=in versus scaled transverse momentum p t =p proj for the four studied beam energies with cuts on rapidity ( ?0:15 y CM 0:15) and impact parameter (3 b fm] 9). The ratio increases monotonously with the transverse momentum and is independent of the the beam energy if the transverse momenta are scaled with the projectile momenta. Therefore, higher transverse momenta must be probed with increasing beam energy if a clean squeeze{out signal is to be isolated. Such a scaling behaviour has already been extracted for the in{plane bounce{o in the hydrodynamic model 47]. It has been experimentally observed in the case of the neutron squeeze{out by the LAND collaboration 48, 49] . The respective comparison between the IQMD model and LAND data (midrapidity, ERAT2 centrality criterion) is shown for 400 MeV/nucleon in the lower frame of Figure 3 . One should note, however, that in the IQMD calculation the reaction plane is always known, whereas the experimental determination of the reaction plane yields uctuations which might underestimate the measured ratio by 15 to 30%. Further insight into the reaction mechanism of heavy ion collisions can be gained by investigating this scaling e ect, which may serve to predict the magnitude and p t dependence of the neutron squeeze{out for other beam energies than those analyzed in this Letter. Although the neutron to proton ratio decreases with p t (see Figure 1) , we observe no signi cant di erence between the R out=in vs. p t ratio of the neutrons compared to those of the protons. This nding (which also has been observed experimentally in 29]) indicate that the respective neutron and proton multiplicities play only a very minor role in the physics governing the squeeze{out. A similar analysis for light clusters has recently been performed for one beam energy 46]. The squeeze{out signal increases with the fragment mass.
The dependence of the neutron squeeze{out on the momentum dependent interaction and the equation of state is shown in Figure 4 (1 GeV/nucl. incident beam energy): The upper frame shows the hard equation of state with and without momentum dependent interaction (mdi). With mdi, R out=in increases by 50% for large transverse momenta! A di erence of 50% can also be observed by comparing the hard and soft equations of state (both including mdi) in the lower frame of Figure 4 : At high transverse momenta the hard equation of state with mdi exhibits a 50% higher squeeze{out ratio than the soft equation of state with mdi. The hard equation of state without mdi shows a R out=in vs. p t dependence similar to the soft equation of state with mdi. It is important to note, however, that these di erences are only seen for high transverse momenta p t =p proj 1. Analyzing p t -integrated data will therefore severely diminish the sensitivity towards the nuclear equation of state and the momentum dependent interaction.
New experimental ndings by the TAPS collaboration 28,50] show a neutron squeeze{ out also at 1 GeV/nucl.. They also exhibit a neutron bounce{o in the reaction plane and present for the rst time experimental evidence for the predicted 51] anticorrelation between pions and nucleons in their azimuthal angular distribution for a symmetric system at 1 GeV/nucl..
A direct comparison with experimental results 14{16,28,29] must employ the full detector acceptance cuts on the calculation. This can be done for the mature Plastic Ball data (a lter routine is generally accessible 7, 24] ). For the fresh data from GSI, such a detailed acceptance routine is not yet publically available. First preliminary comparisons with experimental data 48, 49] at 400 MeV/nucleon in Figure 3 (bottom) look promising.
We have presented a microscopic model dubbed IQMD which incorporates isospin degrees of freedom necessary for a correct description of relativistic heavy ion collisions above the pion threshold. The IQMD model predicts a clear neutron squeeze{out signal. The model exhibits a monotonous p t dependence of the squeeze{out ratio and a broad maximum in the impact parameter dependence around b = 6 fm. The squeeze{out ratio versus p t is invariant under the increase in beam energy if scaled with p t =p proj . Most importantly, the squeeze{out ratio exhibits a strong sensitivity towards momentum dependent interactions and the nuclear equation of state for high transverse momenta p t =p proj 1. 
